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How Fifth Grade Students Apply Data Analysis and Measurement in Engineering Design Challenges (Fundamental)

An ability to collect, organize, make sense of, and interpret data has long been an essential skill not just in engineering but in almost every STEM field. Beyond that however, with the increasing availability of large data sets quantifying everything from world health and poverty to baseball statistics or shopping habits, data handling skills have earned a place as an essential 21st century skill\(^1,2\). Statistics educators have long been working on understanding how best to help students develop these skills in mathematics and statistics classes; however, recent initiatives to increase opportunities for K-12 students to engage in engineering as well as integrated STEM activities\(^3,4\) may provide another venue through which students can learn and apply data handling techniques. Unfortunately, there is much evidence to suggest that our students are not learning these skills at the level necessary to be able to apply them in their careers or daily lives. TIMSS data indicate that data analysis and statistics are areas of weakness for U.S. students\(^1\), and Kukliansky and Eshach\(^5\) found that undergraduate students in science and engineering courses had difficulty with everything from choosing appropriate representations of data to understanding and accounting for measurement error.

Measurement, data collection, and data analysis are essential elements of many science and engineering activities, thus when students engage in laboratory investigations or test and evaluate engineering designs, they must apply what they know about data analysis in realistic situations. Because these contexts are more applied and more realistic than what students encounter in typical mathematics and statistics classes, however, data analysis tasks embedded within STEM activities can create for students different obstacles as well as potentially creating new opportunities to learn. Thus, understanding the ways in which students engage with data in applied engineering and science activities is an important step in helping to maximize the learning opportunities inherent in integrated STEM settings. In order to gain some insight into this process for fifth grade students, this case study follows four groups of students through several data analysis tasks during an integrated STEM unit centered around an engineering design challenge.

**Literature review**

In recent decades, statistics educators have made much progress in determining what students need to know and how best to develop their abilities in the domain of data analysis. As noted by Garfield et al.\(^6\), statistics began to rise in prominence within K-12 classrooms following its addition to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics\(^7\). Since then, educators and researchers have learned much about how students think and learn data analysis skills\(^8-11\). According to these researchers, along with many others, the primary goal of K-12 statistics education should be *statistical literacy*. Gal\(^12\) provides one articulation of the concept, describing statistical literacy as (a) people’s ability to interpret and critically evaluate statistical information, data-related arguments, or stochastic phenomena, which they may encounter in diverse contexts, and when relevant (b) their ability to discuss or communicate their reactions to such statistical information, such as their understanding of the
meaning of the information, their opinions about the implications of this information, or their concerns regarding the acceptability of given conclusions. (p. 49)

Although other definitions of statistical literacy differ in important ways, the key elements remain largely the same.

In investigating how to support and develop statistical literacy, research within the field of statistics and mathematics education has identified important pedagogical principles and some central concepts in statistics. Recommendations include engaging students in authentic activities, and allowing them to make sense of data on their own through hands on activities. For example, Lehrer, Kim, and Jones showed that having students design their own statistics for data that they collected themselves encouraged deep consideration of measurement and variability, and these authors recommended this as a pedagogical approach for teaching statistics.

Science and engineering educators make similar recommendations for developing data analysis skills in applied settings. Bybee argues that “planning and carrying out investigations should be standard experiences in K-12 classrooms” (p. 36), and Hofstein and Lunneta found that the literature consistently supports these kinds of tasks saying, “well-designed science laboratory activities focused on inquiry can provide learning opportunities that help students develop concepts” (p. 47). However Hofstein and Lunneta did also note that the success of this approach is highly dependent on the nature of the task itself and recommended that more research be done into identify the characteristics of tasks that make them successful. Additionally, Kuklianksy and Eshach were able to support students understanding of data analysis during a college physics course by integrating statistics instruction with laboratory investigations throughout the semester. Similarly, with regard to engineering, Hjalmarson, Moore, and delMas were able to support and develop students understanding of statistics by requiring them to create their own statistical measures.

Despite or perhaps even because of the wide range of applications of data analysis and statistics, learning these concepts in context can be difficult for students. As Moore explains, “data are not merely numbers, but numbers with a context” (p. 96). Interdisciplinary applications of concepts in statistics provide students with many opportunities to engage with the concepts, yet the contextual nature of the data means that each application will be unique thus presenting its own challenges for students. Educators should strive to help students to see the connections between context specific applications of data analysis and the big ideas and concept that make up the discipline of statistics, but before we can do that we need to identify exactly how students engage with data analysis concepts in applied settings. This case study intends to contribute to that understanding.

Method

The journey from identifying a problem or question that can be answered with data to collecting, organizing, interpreting, and drawing conclusions about the data requires students to make many connections and logical leaps. This case study documents that
path for four groups of fifth grade students during the data analysis tasks included in an integrated STEM unit focused on engineering and physical science. Specifically, this paper answers the following research questions: How do students navigate the process of collecting and analyzing data as they work toward drawing conclusions supported by evidence in applied contexts? and What obstacles and successes do they encounter as they engage in this process?

This research is a descriptive, qualitative study that utilizes a case study approach. According to Yin, “a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 18). For the present study, the case is defined as the work and experience of the student groups as they engage in the data analysis tasks embedded in an integrated STEM unit.

Setting. The students, teachers, and curriculum in this study were selected from teachers participating in the EngrTEAMs: Engineering to Transform the Education of Analysis, Measurement, and Science project. This project provides professional development and year-long support to teachers as they first learn principles of effective STEM integration and then develop their own integrated curriculum to be used in their classrooms. Forty to 50 teachers per year representing grades 4 through 8 participate in the project, where they work in teams of 2 to 4 to develop integrated units in life, earth, or physical science. During the professional development portion of this project teachers are encouraged to fully integrate data analysis and measurement concepts within their science and engineering lessons, and they are instructed in pedagogical principles that support each of these concepts in integrated settings.

From the group of teachers involved in this project, a team of two fifth grade teachers who developed a unit in physical science was chosen as the focus of this study. Fifth grade was chosen because, in the state in which these teachers teach, fifth grade is the first grade (according to the state academic standards) in which students are asked to reason and draw conclusions about sets of data within science classrooms. Prior to fifth grade students learn data analysis concepts in mathematics classrooms. Additionally, in science they are asked to give evidence to support claims starting in third grade, but evidence in third and fourth grade generally consists of a single observation. It is not until fifth grade that students are asked to apply data analysis techniques such as graphing or finding measures of center that they learned in mathematics to their science investigations. Thus fifth grade is one of the earliest times to find students engaging in authentic, applied data analysis tasks.

From the group of fifth grade teachers within the project, the two teachers chosen for this study were picked because of the nature of the unit they created as well as the content area the unit covered. Especially at younger grade levels, physical science concepts typically lend themselves to easier and more direct measurements, so physical science was chosen as a starting point for this type of inquiry. Future investigations are planned to examine data analysis tasks in other content areas. Additionally, the unit designed by the teachers chosen for this study included data analysis tasks in the context of scientific inquiry and engineering design that, at least according to their written plan, demonstrated
many of the principles for effective data analysis tasks described above in the review of literature.

The two teachers teach at different schools within the same urban, mid-west school district. The district itself enrolls approximately 39,000 students of which about three quarters are eligible for free and reduced lunch. Additionally, approximately one third are English language learners. The largest demographic groups include Asian American (31.4%) and African American (29.6%).

**Participants.** Four groups of students were chosen from the students taught by these two teachers in the classes in which they implemented the unit designed for the EngrTEAMS project. Two groups were chosen from each teacher, and these groups were selected based on a combination of mathematics ability and classroom dynamics. All students were given a pre-test developed for the EngrTEAMS project, which assessed knowledge and skills in engineering, physical science, and mathematics. For this study, only the scores on the mathematics sub-section were considered. Additionally, the classroom teachers placed the students in groups based on their usual classroom procedures. From these groups, two groups from each teacher were selected to make up students in this case study. One group was selected for each teacher such that each student in the group scored above the class average on the mathematics portion, and one group was selected such that the students all scored below average. Additionally, among the groups that met those criteria, the group whose scores were most similar was chosen. In this way, a higher and a lower ability group was selected from the students in each teacher’s classes.

**Data sources and data analysis.** The data for this case study included audio and video recordings of student group work sessions as well as whole class discussion. Additionally, observation notes were recorded during the class meeting times, and digital photographs were taken of all student written or typed work. Because this study is investigating student thinking and learning, it was important to encourage students to articulate their thinking throughout the group work sessions. In many cases, the group dynamic required this as students attempted to communicate with each other about the task, but when this was not the case the researcher asked probing questions such as “why did you do that?” or “can you explain what you did there?” to encourage students to “think out loud.” The researcher did not provide guidance or direction beyond answering simple procedural questions during the group work or class discussions.

Once collected, the data sources were coded using qualitative techniques taken from grounded theory. First repeated ideas were identified, then these repeated ideas were group together into themes. Themes were then examined and interpreted to form theoretical constructs.

**Case description**

**Unit description.** The unit that the students participated in was situated within the context of an engineering design challenge. At the beginning of the unit, students were introduced to the problem of land mines in Laos. Un-detонated land mines are a serious threat both to large animals such as elephants and to the people who live in these areas.
One technique for dealing with them is to lob objects into areas with land mines to safely detonate them. The students were tasked with the challenge of designing a cheap and portable “launcher” for throwing clay (play-doh) at land mines. Specifically, the fictitious client in this scenario asked the students for a launcher that 1) could launch a projectile 10 m, 2) could land it within 0.5 m of a target, and 3) incorporated levers in order to do this.

After learning about the challenge, students began a two-part investigation into levers. In part one, all student groups investigated the effect of position of the effort force on the force required to balance a particular load. The groups constructed a lever from a ruler, a dowel rod, and a binder clip, and then recorded the effort required to lift and balance a load for five different positions of the effort force. Each student group constructed an identical lever, and all groups made measurements for the same five positions. Students then used graphing software to create a line-graph of this data, and attempted to use that data to draw conclusions about the lever. Using one data value from each group, the teacher created a class data set that was used for class discussion.

In the second part of the lever investigation, the class generated a list of other variables that they might test (such as position of the load, mass of the load, length of the entire lever arm, etc.) then each group chose one of those variables to explore. Two of the target groups in this study chose to investigate the effect of the position of the load on the effort force, and one group chose to investigate the effect of the size of the load on the effort force. The final group chose to investigate the size of the fulcrum, by which they were referring to the size and/or strength of the binder clip that was used as a fulcrum. In order to test this, they used three different sized binder clips, small, medium, and large, and attempted to keep the load and effort forces in the same position. With guidance from the teachers, groups designed their own investigations to test their chosen variable. Once they had collected data and recorded them in a data table, they again generated a graph and attempted to draw conclusions from the data and the graph. Classes then either created a poster for their results and did a gallery walk to view their classmates’ results, or the classes shared their results with the class through discussion. The teacher then provided some summary comments about the results of each of the various experiments.

Once the second part of the lever investigation was complete, the groups began designing and building their launchers. Each of the target groups’ initial designs consisted of a long flexible arm with some sort of cup or bowl affixed to one end. The play-doh was placed in the cup/bowl, and the students held the other end as they threw. In this manner, the launchers were similar to lacrosse sticks. Once each group had completed their prototype, the class went either outside or to the gymnasium to test their designs. Students were given three chances to throw a ball of play-doh at a target pre-positioned to be 10 m away. Additionally, a 0.5 meter radius circle was placed around the target. Groups were given a large tape measure and asked to determine both how far the projectile went and how far it landed from the target.

Based on the results from their initial test students were given a chance to redesign. For the second design and test, however, the testing requirements were modified slightly for each group. None of the target groups attempted to address the new constraints in their
new designs. All design modification were meant to improve reliability, durability, and/or strength. One group briefly switched to a completely different design, trying to construct a bow-and-arrow or sling shot like device, but when they were unable to create a functional one, they went back to their original design. The new design constraints only became a factor during the testing phase as they attempted to modify their throwing technique (rather than the design of the launcher itself). In the second test, some groups were asked to launch farther (20 m) or shorter (5 m), some were asked to land the play-doh closer to the target (0.25 m), and some were asked to launch heavier or lighter projectiles (i.e. more or less play-doh). Students had to consider their new design constraints as they modified and improved their original designs. After the second test (which reflected the modified requirements) students made a final design recommendation to the client and were asked to justify their designs using the results of the tests.

Themes

Although the target groups were able to successfully complete the experiments and tests and in most cases were able to draw correct conclusions about what they had done, they had great difficulty collecting and making sense of their data. Several patterns emerged in their difficulties, and these themes are described below.

Measuring devices. In this unit, students used rulers, spring scales, an electronic balance, and measuring tape to collect their data. Only one group, the group who chose to vary the mass of the load in their second investigation of levers, used the electronic balance, and this tool caused no issue for them. The students made sure to zero the scale before using it, they correctly read and recorded the measurement from the digital read-out, and they were able to correctly interpret the meaning of those numbers both verbally and in their writing. On several occasions they did mislabel the numbers with the wrong units, however, this did not seem to inhibit their ability to correctly interpret the numbers after the fact. They were aware that the measurements concerned the weight (mass) of the object even though they sometimes labeled them as centimeters.

The other tools, however, caused a variety of difficulties for the students, many of which were related to the scale on the device. The most consistent errors were in using the measuring tapes. Two of the groups used measuring tapes that employed labeling conventions that appeared to confuse the students. Every centimeter on the tape was labeled, however, they were labeled relative to the nearest lower decimeter rather than to zero. Every 10 centimeters were labeled relative to the nearest lower meter. This convention is shown in Figure 1. Because of this labeling convention, students frequently misread the measuring tape. In one instance, for example, they recorded 72 m when, in fact what they had actually measured was 9.72 m. In another example, they recorded 8 m as the measurement, when in fact they were looking at the 8th centimeter between two deciles. Although the researcher was unable to record a more accurate measurement before they picked up the measuring tape, what they were trying to measure was clearly between 5 m and 6m. The other two groups used tape measures that only put labels on the meters. Centimeters were only marked with tick marks. These two groups both independently decided to round to the nearest meter making these measurements
quite inaccurate. In one instance the students recorded a half meter, but this was only because one student wanted to round up and the other wanted to round down, so they compromised.

Students also had difficulties making measurements with the rulers that they used to create the levers for their lever activities. In order to assist the students in setting up the experiment and to speed up the process, both teachers covered the original scale on the ruler with masking tape. On the masking tape, they marked the positions that the students would need for the investigation, namely the center (marked as 0) and 2.5 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, and 20 cm on either side, as shown in Figure 2. Unfortunately, the original scale was still partially visible through the masking tape. Students initially attempted to read the original scale through the tape and had difficulty centering their lever arm and locating the positions that they needed to place the load and effort. Additionally, the presence of the same numbers on both sides of the center cause some confusion for the students as well. In most cases, they were able to resolve these issues on their own or with minimal guidance from the teacher.

The spring scale suffered from similar errors in reading the scale, but also exhibited some unique difficulties of its own. The scale on the spring scale went from 0 to 10 N with major tick marks at each newton and four minor tick marks in between (0.2 N each). The 0.2 N minor tick mark cause some issues as the students read them incorrectly as 0.1 N, at first, however, in all groups at least one student correctly read the scale and was able to convince the rest of the group. More significantly, however, the forces they were measuring ranged over the entire scale. Near the middle of the scale, the students consistently recorded accurate measurements, but for large (i.e. near 10 N) or small forces, they had a variety of difficulties. First, when the effort was placed at 15 and 20 cm from the fulcrum, the mechanical advantage was high, so the required force was quite small. In fact, it was so small that weight of the spring scale itself was enough or nearly enough to balance the load. This resulted in a measurement of 0 N for that position, but
the majority of the students did not believe this was correct. In some cases they wrote down 1 N thinking it couldn’t be any smaller than that. Another issue for the small measurements was that not all the scales were properly zeroed. The spring scales they were using were equipped with a sliding scale, which allows for zeroing before making a measurement. Prior to making any measurements, one should, with nothing on the spring scale hook, slide the scale so that it reads zero. Unfortunately, students did not do this prior their first measurements. Of the four groups, most were close to zero, however, one group was 0.4 N off. This did not affect the relative size of their individual measurements, however, when the students compared their measurements to the rest of the class they felt like their data did not agree, especially for small measurements.

The final difficulty with the spring scale was due to the fact that for larger forces many of the spring scales got stuck, thus giving false measurements. Measurements that should have read close to 10 N were reading much lower. Besides being an incorrect measurement, this single data point ended up obscuring the trend from the students. One group’s computer generated graph is shown in Figure 3. Note that they were unable in the time allotted to decide what to label the axes, thus they remain unlabeled. The y-axis is the force (in N) required to balance the given load at the given position, and the x-axis is the distance (in cm) from the fulcrum of the effort force. This graph should show an inverse relationship, but at 2.5 cm from the fulcrum they measured 4.4 N instead of something closer to 10 N, and this single data point made it difficult for them to identify the trend.

Figure 3. Plot of force required to balance a load vs. position of the effort from the fulcrum generated via plot.ly by a student group.

These issues with the measuring devices seem to be the result of a combination of several factors. First, the rulers, measuring tape, and spring scale all employ a linear scale, essentially making these scales number lines or at least half number lines. Thus any difficulties that students have understanding number lines themselves will likely be issues when using these tools. That is evident from their confusion over the numbers on either side of the fulcrum, and their difficulties accurately reading the measurements to the
centimeter on the tape measure. Additionally, the students showed weaknesses in general number sense, which can be seen in their inability to recognize that 72 m was not a reasonable measurement, or in their inability to recognize that 4.4 N at 2.5 cm from the fulcrum did not make sense even though they acknowledged that it was “harder to pull” at 2.5 cm than at 5 cm where they measured 6.8 N. The final issue seems to stem from the measurement devices themselves. The sticking spring scale is one clear example, but labeling schemes on both the rulers and the tape measures also made it difficult for the students to make accurate measurements and interpret the results of those measurements correctly.

Quantitative data for qualitative questions. Although the activities in this unit all required students to collect authentic data and to attempt to use those data to justify claims about the investigation or test, in most cases the question driving the investigation or test did not actually require the data. In the first lever investigation for example, the ultimate question was, “how does the position of the effort force effect the force required to balance a load?” In a more advanced class, say in high school, students might actually answer this question with a mathematical model describing the relationship between effort force and distance from the fulcrum, however, in this fifth grade class, where students are encountering levers perhaps for the first time in science class, this was not the ultimate goal. In this class, the goal was simply to realize that the farther from the fulcrum the effort force is, the less force is required. Although the data for most groups showed this very clearly as an inverse relationship in the graph, when pressed to explain why they knew this was case students invariably went back to the experience with the lever itself and not the data. In other words, they were able to say that it was “easier” to lift the load when they moved farther from the fulcrum and “harder” when they were close, but they were basing this on how it felt to lift the load and not on what the spring scale told them. When pressed to connect these feelings to the data students either responded with “I don’t know” or with a description of the shape of the graph without being able to identify how the graph related to the actual measurements.

Similarly, when testing their launchers they collected data to tell them how far they threw the play-doh and how close it landed to the target, but when asked how well their design had done on the test, they did not refer to the measurements. It was clear from where the play-doh landed if it was close to the target or not. They did not need to measure the distance to know if they had been successful. This may be part of the reason that they did not realize how inaccurate their measurements often were.

Difficulty interpreting small changes. In several cases, the students had trouble interpreting the data because measurement error was on the same order as the actual difference between measurements. For example, the group that decided to measure the effect of the fulcrum size on the lever could not make sense of their data even when the teacher worked individually with this group for an extended period of time. The size of the fulcrum (at least in this set-up) has nothing to do with the mechanical advantage due to the lever, thus we would expect them to observe no difference between the three different fulcrums. In reality, however, we would not actually expect zero difference between the measurements, but merely a difference that is within the measurement error of the experimental setup. When this group actually did the experiment their smallest
measurement was 7.4 and the largest was 8.2. Although a 10% measurement error is rather large, considering the set-up they were using this is reasonable, but because the measurements were not exactly the same the students were unable to determine on their own that the fulcrum size had no effect. Even when the teacher tried first to coach them to this idea, and then to directly tell them that this was the case, they did not believe it. Similarly, as shown in Figure 3, the force required to balance the load at 20 cm is slightly more than that required at 15 cm despite the fact that it should actually be slightly less. The students in this group had considerable difficulty explaining why 20 cm required slightly more force, and they considered the slight increase to be part of the trend they saw in the graph.

Conclusion

The data analysis activities in the unit observed for this study possess many of the characteristics identified as contributing to students abilities to develop skills in making sense of data, yet the students still had considerable difficulty doing just that. Issues of measurement error, and difficulties using measuring devices lead to data that made it difficult for the students to interpret. Additionally, student’s lack of strong number sense and weaknesses in understanding the number line also contributed to their difficulties in successfully reasoning from their data. It is possible to conclude from this that students in fifth grade, at least in the schools observed here, are not ready for this type of activity, but the authors would advocate for a different conclusion. The fact that the students were able to correctly interpret the investigations and tests qualitatively means that the activities themselves are accessible to the students. If that is the case, then activities like this might have the potential to be used to help students to develop number sense, make sense of the number line, and learn to use measurement devices and deal with measurement error. Simply asking students to collect and interpret data, however, does not guarantee that students will connect the data and measurements to the science and engineering concepts, even when the data support and demonstrate those concepts.
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